An axi{symmetric problem for a penny{shaped crack bridged by bres is considered. The study is reduced to the analysis of a hypersingular integral equation with respect to the relative crack{face separation over a circular domain occupied by crack. The special case of a large crack subjected to Mode{I loading is examined. A matched asymptotic expansions technique is used in order to estimate the stress intensity factor at the crack edge and to evaluate the magnitude of applied load which provides the critical opening at the centre of the crack.
Introduction
The simplest model of the crack{bridging phenomenon that allows one to consider a matrix crack propagation problem in the context of classical fracture mechanics, represents the intact composite by an e ective homogeneous isotropic medium and replaces the distinct bridging bres by springs, distributed continuously on the crack surfaces. Application of this model to the prediction of crack growth includes two steps: the determination of an appropriate force{separation law that characterizes the restraining tractions 1 provided by the bres, and stress analysis performed for a crack with a certain surface traction distribution. In the present paper we deal only with the second step, namely we consider a penny{shaped bridged crack in an elastic in nite body and describe the e ect of bres by introducing restraining tractions that follow either a linear or a quadratic force{separation law.
The problem is formulated in terms of a hypersingular integral equation over a domain occupied by the crack which in the case of a large crack contains a small parameter multiplying the integral term. The main results relating to the asymptotic analysis of the integral equation for a long straight crack, subjected to Mode{I loading in plane strain, were established in 1], where a linear problem was solved explicitly to second order. An example of a nonlinear bridging force{separation law was considered in 2].
The purpose of the present paper is to extend the method 1] to the case of a penny{shaped bridged crack and to evaluate the stress intensity factor at the crack edge and the magnitude of the applied load which provides the critical opening at the centre of the crack. Two critical conditions, for matrix crack growth with bres remaining intact and for bre failure preceding crack extension, are analyzed. (2) where E(k) denotes the complete elliptic integral of the second kind (note that equation (2) (8) We shall construct the asymptotic approximation of the solution of (7), (8) In this case a formal uniform expansion of b(r 0 ) is speci ed by
Solution to lowest order. As " ! 0 in (7) and r 0 is xed, (7) 
Now we identify r 0 with 1 ? " 0 and expand (7) to lowest order as " ! 0;
with 0 xed. Equation (7) is then written in the form ?" Due to the presence of the functionb 0 ( 0 ) on the right{hand side of equation (28), we solve the problem (28) numerically. The plots of~ 2 for linear and quadratic functions are shown, with = 1; in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , respectively. is shown in Fig.3 ; this is the same as in 2]. The calculation of the coe cient K (1) follows the same pattern as is evaluated from (31). The coe cient K (1) versus the load is presented in Fig. 4 ; one can see that " ln "K (1) < 0: The quantity K (2) is plotted in Figs 5 and 6 for the linear and quadratic function ; respectively. They show that the coe cient K (2) is negative.
Evaluation of the critical load. Let b = b m be the maximum of the smooth function . Then, 0 (b m ) = 0: Suppose, also, that the crack will extend if the stress intensity factor K I reaches a critical value K c : The load can become critical in one of two ways. The stress intensity factor at the crack edge may reach its critical value K c before the maximum value b m of b is reached. If this happens, the crack will extend and, as it does so, K I will increase further. The crack opening displacement will also increase until, at the crack centre, b = b m : Thereafter, a region of bre breakage will expand from r 0 = 0; including further increase of K I : Alternatively, the crack opening displacement b may reach the critical value b m at r 0 = 0; while the stress intensity factor K I is below K c : Fibres near r 0 = 0 will break, thereby allowing further crack opening as well as increase of K I : Either event will precipitate instability and therefore rapid crack growth, so long as the load is maintained. Here, the critical load for the attainment of b m is estimated, assuming that condition K I < K c is maintained. We suppose that the load 
